Summary: Big data, high dimensional data, sparse data, large scale data, and imaging data are all becoming new frontiers of statistics. Changing technologies have created this flood and have led to a real hunger for new modeling strategies and data analysis by scientists. In many cases data are not Euclidean; for example, in molecular biology, the data sit on manifolds. Even in a simple non-Euclidean manifold (circle), to summarize angles by the arithmetic average cannot make sense and so more care is needed. Thus non-Euclidean settings throw up many major challenges, both mathematical and statistical. This paper will focus on the PCA and clustering methods for some manifolds. Of course, the PCA and clustering methods in multivariate analysis are one of the core topics.

We basically deal with two key manifolds from a practical point of view, namely spheres and tori. It is well known that dimension reduction on non-Euclidean manifolds with PCA-like methods has been a challenging task for quite some time but recently there has been some breakthrough. One of them is the idea of nested spheres and another is transforming a torus into a sphere effectively and subsequently use the technology of nested spheres PCA. We also provide a new method of clustering for multivariate analysis which has a fundamental property required for molecular biology that penalizes wrong assignments to avoid chemically no go areas. We give various examples to illustrate these methods. One of the important examples includes dealing with COVID-19 data.
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